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Saturn , February 2009 
 

Hubble Space Telescope 


Note that Saturn is visibly noncircular - it is 


rotationally flattened 
 



A spinful digression on 
The Huygens Probe 



2.59m Pilot chute for 
transonic stability 
deployed by mortar 
through break-out 
patch. 

Pulls off back cover 
and deploys main 
chute via lanyard. 
8.3m main chute 
needed for safe front 
shield separation. 

3.3m Stabilising 
drogue to achieve 
descent fast enough to 
reach surface within 
telecom & energy 
window 



Huygens Descent Configuration. Spin Vanes (as for Galileo, Pioneer 
Venus) to cause slow rotation to pan DISR sensors.  Spin vanes demand, 
subject to dynamics, an approximately constant 'corkscrew' rate revs/km. 



DISR Imagers Approximate Fields-of-View 
 



Spin requirement 


driven by DISR
 

to measure solar 


radiation pattern 


(aureole etc.) and to 


pan imager. 
 

Expectation that spin at start of descent is near release rate, changes only 
slightly during low dynamic pressure main chute descent, then increases 
at parachute changeover to new profile that slowly declines. 
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A puzzle - (unsigned) spin rate telemetry non-monotonic.
 



Probe Transmitter signal strength varies slightly with azimuth as well as 
elevation : some fluctuations expected due to probe spin 

spin vanes (36) 



Periodic Spin modulation of AGC allows diagnosis 


of spin rate and direction 
 



Mission did not follow expected profile
 

Model spin rate 
with correct spin 
vanes only 

Reconstructed 
spin rate from 
flight data 

Overall spin reversal suspected to be torque from attachment fittings 
(unnoticed in 1996 balloon drop).  Need wind tunnel test to verify.
 



 SSP X-tilt sensor mounted radially - should read +ve for both + and -
spin. Shows scatter about zero, as expected, during most of descent. But 
suffers excursion at beginning of descent - boom not deployed ? 



Some additional short-period accelerations in spin rate also point to a 
time-variable complication . Did HASI boom move?   



Autorotation 
observed from 
parachute/probe 
interaction 
(wake?) in 
Mercury vertical 
wind tunnel tests 



So, back to Titan…….
 



Large satellites 
near their 
primary will 
become tidally-
locked - e.g. 
our Moon 

Spin pole~orbit 
pole. Spin 
rate~orbit rate. 

Always faces 
same side 
towards Earth 



Situation is a little more complicated for an elliptical orbit : satellite 
rotates at constant rate, but angular rate around orbit varies (Kepler's 3rd 

law) so there is an apparent wobble or libration . Also tides…. 

(Interesting but distracting story about tidal dissipation in oceans on 
Titan omitted - ask me about it later…) 



Over the long term (centuries) 
Sun, Jupiter etc. slightly perturb 
Titan's orbit…. Precesses 

Cassini state - 1693 

A relaxed system will have the 
satellite spin pole  (s) precess 
around some fixed vector (k) at the 
same rate as the orbit pole (n). 
These three vectors will be 
collinear, and the obliquity (angle 
between spin pole and orbit pole) 
will depend on the moment of 
inertia (internal structure) of the 
satellite. 



Precision measurements 
of satellite spin usually 
made with optical images 
- accuracy is enhanced 
substantially if fiducial 
markers (e.g. known stars) 
can be used for absolute 
angular position 
reference. 
[Example saturnshine 
image of Iapetus] 



 

 

Such images ('OPNAV's) are also used to 
refine orbit estimates of satellites and 
Cassini itself. 

Planetary science trivia - the active 
volcanos on Io (powered by tidal 
dissipation) were discovered by a JPL 
engineer (Linda Morabito) looking at an 
OPNAV image.  To get a precise position 
measurement of Io, she was fitting a circle 
to Io's limb, but the fit was poor - when the 
contrast was stretched she could see why -
there was a volcanic plume making Io 
appear non-circular! 

But Titan is a truly horrible object for 


optical navigation - nonuniform haze, 


atmospheric refraction & scattering. 
 



 

It was realized pre-arrival (e.g. Bruno Bertotti, Radio Science Team) 
that Radar measurements could determine spin pole and thereby infer 
moment of inertia independently of gravity measurements (which 
Radio Science team would perform).  Requested that we get 
overlapping SAR swaths to correlate features and determine pole 
(probably to be ~0.5 degree off the orbit normal) 

Radar team response 'We'll get lots of overlaps anyway - they're 
unavoidable (and good for stereo and other things)' Spin solution 
was on the 'to do' list, but only once a decent number of overlaps had 
built up  (~T30). 



Tokano and Neubauer noted that 
winds change seasonally. Angular 
momentum is dominated by low-
latitude, low-altitude winds. 
Seasonal reversal of these causes 
total angular momentum of the 
atmosphere to drop by about 80% 
of its mean value - transferred to 
surface… 



   

Exchange of angular momentum with surface will change 
rotation rate of crust, depending on moment of inertia (is crust 
decoupled from core by an internal ocean?) 

A striking prediction! 




 Radar Mapping 
 

• 10-30 km observed feature mismatches due to pole location 

• 2-3 km mismatches due spin rate and pole wobble 

T25 T28 

3 km 
30 km 





Inconstant Days
 

• 	 Mars’ Length-of-Day (LoD, measured by 
Pathfinder/Viking tracking) changes by about 1 ms 
over the Martian year – change of planetary moment 
of inertia by seasonal CO2 frost deposition at high 
latitude 

•	 Earth’s day (determined astronomically) changes in an
annual cycle by ~0.8ms – change of zonal winds 
(hemispheric atmospheric  angular momentum 
changes by almost 100%) 

• 	 Earth has a secular LoD increase ~2ms/century due 
to tidal despinning - Angular momentum exported to 
the moon.. (astronomy, plus lunar laser ranging, plus
tidal rythmites in the geological record –e.g. 620 Myr
ago LoD =21.9hrs) 





Nonsynchronous spin detected by RADAR difficult to reconcile 

with solid Titan. Requires extreme angular momentum change 


or an internal ocean overlain by crust (100-200km thick?).
 



The Ocean within…..
 



Spin rate variation in same range as predicted by Tokano 

model (but phase-lagged?) 
 

That's ok - we know the GCMs are far from perfect
 



       

                   
             

A  surprise on  Titan ‐ Dunes ! 

Sometimes  seen as  positive ridges ~1‐2km  wide,  150m  high. Sometimes  

only  visible  as  dark streaks against  brighter substrate 



         
                      

                   

         
                 
         

           

     
   

Linear  dunes in  the Namib  Desert
 

Longitudinal dunes form in  alternating wind regime (line  up along  the
 

vector mean  of  two  dominant  wind directions separated by ~120  deg)
 

Shuttle handheld 
digital camera STS107 

Now, Namibia, desert streaming into ocean, 

waves of bright sand  diving into dunes of dark  water 

‐visible rhythms  of blue and brown, 

sea and sand  dance upon my strings. 

Astronaut Story  Musgrave 

9  Jun 1999  



Dunes ‘flow’ around hills allowing tracing of global wind patterns -
'teardrop' shapes allow resolution of 180 degree ambiguity. Jani has 

mapped out some 16,000 dune segments in radar data

Prof Jani Radebaugh of BYU 
demonstrates that the 
dune:wave analogy is not 
perfect…



Lorenz and Radebaugh, 

GRL, 2009
 





Theorem (1) : for any observation, a theorist can come up with 

an explanation to fit it…..
 



Theorem (2) : for any observation not fit by a theoretician, he 

or she will come up with an explanation why the observation 


must be wrong 

Nonspherical core, and nonspherical shell, would be gravitationally-
coupled, so nonsynchronous rotation shouldn’t happen…. 



Spin Rate is Not the Whole Story
 

Pole is precessing backward at ¾ the
 

rate of apparent excess (nonsynchronous) spin
 



10/12/2007 DPS 2007 Fall Conf., Orlando, FL 41

150 point ++ 
Best Fit 



Net Effect of Spin & Precession
 

Cassini Solstice Mission (not yet approved) should see 
major divergence from present state 



 

But Bills & Nimmo have pointed out  (AGU08, LPSC09) that 
other terms vary in the Titan orbit - e.g. Titan's orbit not only 
precesses about Saturn's equator (~700 years) but Saturn's 
equator itself precesses with a period of ~1.7 million years 

- multi-frequency Cassini state
 

damped spin pole does NOT stay 
coplanar with orbit pole and invariable pole 



Polar moment of inertia from obliquity doesn’t appear to be of same 
value as that inferred from the gravity field (not yet published).  Rigid 
body theory not applicable? 

Pretty universal agreement that rotation state is weird enough to require 
internal ocean (so my Science paper isnt yet wrong) but details really 
need to be worked out and more measurements obtained 



Just to make things interesting, CIRS data suggests that atmosphere 
doesn’t rotate around the geographical north pole… 



But maybe that isnt so strange 
- terrestrial stratospheric 
features can be displaced 
too…. 
(note that there are some other 
similarities between Titan's 
polar hood and the Earth's 
ozone hole. Both are 
dynamically-confined areas of 
downwelling during polar 
winter, with distinct gas 
chemistry and aerosols (polar 
stratospheric clouds on Earth). 



Croll-Milankovitch cycles on Titan ?
 

At present, Southern summer is shorter and more intense than northern 
summer. But in tens of thousands of years that will change 



Titan's north and south polar regions appear different - many more lakes 
and seas in the north than the south. Are we confronting a puzzle similar 
to that on Mars? What are the relative roles of topography and 
orbital/radiative forcing on the transport and accumulation of volatiles ? 

48If orbital/radiative forcing is dominant, will the lakes move to the south 


in 100,000 years? 



  
 

A future Titan orbiter, or better yet a long-lived Titan Lander (as proposed in the 2007 


APL/JPL Titan Explorer study for NASA) would provide unprecedented accuracy for 


measuring Titan's spin state (as was done for Mars Pathfinder…) 
 



Conclusions 

Nothing is ever simple! 

Huygens probe spin suggests more 
than one unanticipated effect. 

Titan spin is still a developing story -
expect further theoretical and 
observational surprises. Spin bears 
on Titan's interior, its atmosphere 
and on mapping the surface. 
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